Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Fall 2014

U12

Age Group:

Week:

6

Topic: Passing Aerial Serves
Objective: Improve your team's ability to pass the ball through the air
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization

Diagram

Golf
In a 20Wx30L grid, within the grid will be several 10Wx20L Golf areas.
two teams of 2 alternate playing the ball in the air to their teammate.
The player receiving the ball tries to control the ball out of the air as
close as they can to the 'golf pin.'
Whichever team controls the ball closest to the 'pin' wins 1 point.
If the ball bounces before it reaches its target, no mark for their team.

3v3 to End lines
In a 20Wx30L grid, two teams of 3 players attack the
opponents end line.
Scoring:
Stage 2
Small Sided The ball must be played over the end line, in the air and to a
Activity
teammate. If the ball is not controlled within 2 touches; no
goal.
4v4 to 2 Goals
In a 30Wx40L grid
Any goal scored on the ground is 1 point.
Stage 3
Any goal scored from the air is 50.
Expanded
Any goal scored first touch from a service through the air is
Small Sided
100 points.
Activity
Play to 100

Stage 4
Conditioned
Game

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

5v5 or 6v6
Play a formation
Coach your team to try and get the ball into the air to eliminate defenders
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U12/U14: Guided Questions
Coach (C) - What part of the ball do you make contact
with to get it into the air?
Player (P) - The bottom half.
C - What part of the foot should make contact with the
ball to get it into the air?
P - The laces.
C - Where should your non-kicking foot be when
serving a ball through the air?
P - To the side and slightly behind the ball with your toe
pointed toward your target.

C - What should you do before you play a ball
through the air?
P - I should make eye contact with my teammate,
call their name and make sure my first touch
prepares the ball in front of me and slightly to the
side of my kicking foot.
C - When should you make a pass through the air?
P - When there are players in front of me and I
cannot get the ball to my teammate on the
ground.
C - When should you serve the ball into the box?
P - When I see my teammate is making a run into
the box and we have made eye contact.
C - Why should you play an early ball into the box
vs. playing a late ball into the box?
A - If my team has made their runs early and the
defense is running back toward their goal, play it
early; if not, take the ball to the end line and cross
it.

Reinforce chipping and driven ball
technique

Lock
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